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Bringing more customers and value 
to your fall display. 



Pumpkins tend to sell themselves.  



Another product that sells itself is 
sunflowers.



• Sunflowers are raised for:

– Food

– Oil

– Birdseed

– Garden 

– Cut flowers

• There are over 50 varieties for cut flowers.

• Cheerful and widely known



• Soil temperature 50 degrees

• One to two inches deep

• Rows 18-36 inches apart

• Seeds 6-12 inches apart

• Normal garden fertility



A single stem.



• Advantage:

– One nice flower

– A straight, strong stem

– Many are pollen free

• Disadvantage:

– Only one nice flower

• It makes your seed cost higher



Extreme example of a branching 
sunflower.



• Advantages:

– More color selection

– Multiple cuts

– Longer color



• Disadvantages

– More space required

– Many of the stems become too short to use

– Many of these varieties will have pollen

– Get more volunteer sunflowers next spring





Cut when bud shows color



• Cut when buds show color

• Strip leaves

• Leave stem length 2-3 feet

• Cut stem at slant angle before putting in clean 
water

• Keep in cooler 36-40 degrees

• May need to pick every other day.

• Change water every couple of days and recut 
stems 







Several different varieties.



Sunflowers are good for attracting bees.    
Common pests include cucumber beetles, 
grasshoppers, and Japanese Beetles.



Chocolate



An example of Procut Series from 
the Harris Seed Catalog.



An example of Infrared Sunflower 
Mix from Harris seeds.



This is an example of Lemon Arora 
from Harris Seeds.



An example of Strawberry Blonde in 
Johnny’s Seeds.



An example of Chocolate in

Johnny’s Seeds.



An example of the Joker from

Harris seeds.



Dwarf and container varieties.



Sunny Smile



• Bring color and customers to your market

• Pollen vs Pollen free

• Single cut vs branching

• Make multiple planting all summer long to 
ensure continuous supply of sunflowers





• Popcorn is the official snack food in Illinois

• A healthy snack food

• No end to uses of popcorn

• A long shelf life

• It is a product that consumers eat year round

• A product we can sell year round





• On our farm we plant popcorn the same way 
we plant sweet corn.

• We have a four row planter and plant on 36 
inch rows.

• We plant 28,000 seeds per acre rate.

• Popcorn is 110 days maturity.

• We grow three varieties:  
– 997 (yellow)

– Shaman’s Blue

– Ruby Red



• Can be grown anywhere that field corn can be 
grown

• Germination is slower than field corn

• Seedling growth is slower than field corn

• Popcorn has 2/3 yield vs field corn

• Stock strength can be a problem

• Soil temperature needs to be warmer when 
planting popcorn 



• Weed control is important

• We use a tiller to control weeds

• Commercial herbicides are available for larger 
plantings of popcorn

• Popcorn is susceptible to the same pests as 
field corn

• Pests can be damaging to the value of the ear

• May need to use a pesticide









Harvest

Plant and husks need to be mature and dry

For popcorn to pop and to store best moisture 
needs to be 14.5 percent

We hand pick ears and store in vented crates for 
further drying

This is very important –Store ears in a mouse 
proof building.







• Clean the popcorn

• Proper storage container

• Important – we sample every batch



997 (Yellow) 



Shaman’s Blue



Ruby Red



Rainbow



Example of ornamental popcorn 





• Popcorn is a product you can sell year around

• Great healthy snack

• Good project for a young person

• 14.5 percent best for storage and popping

• Store away from mice





• Indian Corn can also be referred to as 
ornamental corn, maize corn, flint, and can 
include the small ornamental popcorn 
varieties

• Have a hard kernel which is good for storage 
and display

• Can also be consumed by man and animals

• Wide range of colors

• Ear length can vary from a few inches to a foot 
long

• Stalk strength can vary from excellent to poor



• Fertility and planting is about the same as 
field corn

• Same pests as field corn

• Deer can wipe out small plantings

• Isolate ornamental corn from sweet corn

• Use of an insecticide may be necessary for 
quality ears



Fiesta F1



Harvest

• Most varieties are mature between 90 – 110 
days

• Sometimes easier to harvest by hand when 
the shucks are still wet and not quite brown

• When the shucks are too dry they are more 
difficult to pull back 

• Sell individually or in groups of three

• Save the imperfect ears for crafts



Ornamental Popcorn



Examples of different husks



Earth tone Dent
90 day heirloom 

Can be ground into flour
Decorations

Food for birds and squirrels







Red Stalker from Harris Seeds



Broom Corn



• A member of the sorghum family

• Plant in late spring

• Seeds don’t need to be deep – ½ inch

• Two inches apart in rows of 18 – 36 inches

• A little goes a long way

• Can grow to 15 feet high





• Can be used:

– Swags

– Bouquets

– Fall displays

– And Brooms

– Also makes a great conversation piece at the 
markets

– We usually rubber band 5-7 stems in a bunch and 
let customers decide how to use



Illinois was the leading 
producer of broom 
corn in the 1860’s.  

Today most of the 
broom corn is 
imported from 
Mexico. 

For broom use – must 
be harvested prior to 
seed maturity.

(When the stem that 
supports the seeds 
turn from yellow to 
pale green)




